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Tiny anniversary
elephant on the occasion
of Steiff’s 135th company anniversary. Item
no. 021442, limited
edition of 1,880 pieces.
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EDITORIAL

Dear Steiff friends,
Here they are – the results of our reader survey of February. Find out on the following
two pages how around 1,900 entrants responded to our questions. Some of the answers
surprised us, and some confirmed what we already hear in our daily communications with
you. What is of note is that there has been a dramatic increase in recent years in the number of members who would like an alternative to the Teddy bear as the annual gift. So
although we will be bringing a Teddy bear for 2016, we will blaze a new trail in the Club‘s
25th anniversary year. But it‘s still a little time until then, so in the meantime let‘s focus on
the here and now.
Time really is marching on, and we‘re far enough into the year to start thinking about the
autumn/winter novelties. The August magazine and its inserts are perfect for this. Have a
look through them, and find a new „friend for life“ for yourself or a loved one. Of course,
it‘s always worth having a look at all the new products at a Club event. If you‘ve never been
to one, then ask to be assigned to a Club store, or get in touch with one. You will find the
dates of the events on page 26 or on the Internet on www.steiff.com/Club/Events.
If you are hoping to acquire Teddy bear Fritz, please note that there is going to be a draw,
as the number of orders already exceeded the limited edition in June. Club members who
are drawn after 15 August will receive notification from us during the month of September.
Yours,
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Reader survey February 2015
Find out the main results here – and who has won a prize.
Around 1,900 members, 86% female and 14% male,
took the trouble to respond to the survey included
in the February issue. Here are the main results.

Along with your remarks these are very important and an
obligation and incentive to us. Our warmest thanks to you
all!

When did you last buy one
or more Steiff products?

How do you like the Club
edition 2015 „Cherry“?

64 %
21 %
6%
9%
0%

78 %
15 %
5%
2%

In the last 6 months
In the last 12 months
In the last 24 months
Less often
Not at all

For whom did you buy
Steiff products?
59 %
16 %
6%
19 %

For myself
For my partner
For friends or acquaintances
For children of friends or family

Very good - Good
Satisfactory
Adequate
Poor

Does the yearly Club gift have
to always be a Teddy bear?
62 %
38 %

Yes
No

How would you assess the
quality of Steiff products?

What do you make of it that,
concerning its material, the
yearly Club gift is linked
to the Club edition?

96 %
1%
1%
2%

85 %
11 %
1%
3%

Very good - Good
Satisfactory
Adequate
Poor

How would you assess the
novelties Spring/Summer 2015
94 %
4%
1%
1%

Very good - Good
Satisfactory
Adequate
Poor

Very good - Good
Satisfactory
Adequate
Poor

Do you take part in Club events?
45 %
55 %

Yes
No
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How important is the
Club magazine to you?

Would you like to improve
from other Club benefits?

85 %
11 %
3%
1%

38 %
14 %
48 %

Very important - Important
Moderately important
Less important
Unimportant

Yes
No
Not specified

Would you like the contents of
the Club magazine be increased?

Would you like us to expand
our online advantages?

13 %
87 %

21 %
79 %

Yes
No

Yes
No

The 10 winners of a Steiff item
worth approx. EUR 200 are:
Sabine Petersen, Flensburg (D)
Teresa Bacon, Woking (GB)
Doris Bargmann-Kreier, Bielefeld
Birgit Maccotta, Heidenheim (D)
Marianne Neubacher, Hamburg (D)

Ute Hottmann, Bretten (D)
Maria Schalek, Wien (D)
Linda Cannon, Barnack (GB)
Karl-Heinz Zehnbauer, Oberhonnefeld (D)
Birgit Fehr-Scherer, St. Wendel (D)

Congratulations! The winners will be notified in writing.

25 years jubilee competition
Another winner
The winner of our 25 years jubilee competition for the British Collectors‘ Teddy bear, Rachel Woods, happily shows
off her latest addition to her collection outside the Steiff
museum.
Congratulations to Rachel again on her win and for being
such a wonderful Steiff enthusiast!
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A Tribute to Her Majesty The Queen
Steiff honours the longest reigning Monarch with two splendorous bears.

The Queen was born at 2.40am on 21
April 1926 at 17 Bruton Street in Mayfair,
London.
She was the first child of The Duke and
Duchess of York, who later became King
George VI and Queen Elizabeth. At the
time she stood third in line of succession
to the throne after Edward, Prince of Wales
(later King Edward VIII), and her father,
The Duke of York. But it was not expected
that her father would become King, or that
she would become Queen.
On Wednesday, 6 February 1952, Princess
Elizabeth received the news of her father’s
death and her own accession to the throne,
while staying in a remote part of Kenya. The
tour had to be abandoned, and the young
Princess flew back to Britain as Queen. She
was greeted by Prime Minister Winston
Churchill and other officials at the airport.
The Coronation took place in Westminster
Abbey on 2 June 1953. It was a solemn
ceremony conducted by Dr Geoffrey
Fisher, Archbishop of Canterbury.
Her Majesty the Queen is the longest
reigning Monarch in British History. A record she breaks held for more than a century by
her great-great grandmother, Queen Victoria.
To become the longest reigning of the forty-one Kings and Queens of England since the
Norman Conquest is unquestionably a historic achievement and one we felt honoured to
celebrate.
We are extremely proud to present two splendorous bears that both symbolize an
extraordinary milestone in our island story and pay tribute to Her Majesty The Queen.
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UK & Ireland

“LOnG

tO

rEIGn OVEr US”

Our first bear embraces Elizabeth II becoming the longest
reigning Monarch in British history and demonstrates
how this important event casts a new light over the British
National Anthem’s prayer about a Queen who is “long to
reign over us”.
Her stunning crown and regal coronation robe add
splendour to this majestic bear whose heart beat plays the
British National Anthem dating back to the eighteenth
century – “God Save the Queen”.
(Item no. 664779, 30 cm, Limited edition of 2,015 pieces )

UK & Ireland

“Q U E E n E L I Z A B E t H II”
Our second and extraordinarily resplendent bear
epitomizes this great occasion with grace and elegance.
She too wears the most dazzling and beauteous crown and
necklace and her glorious robe adds nobility and grandeur
enhanced further by her Garter Star, The Order of King
George V and The Order of King George VI. Only 100
“Queen Elizabeth II” bears will be made magnifying her
greatness even further.
(Item no. 664786, 60 cm, Limited Edition of 100 pieces)
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Special items
Germany

“WIESn”

WA I t r E S S

tEDDY

BEAr

Around 1,600 “Wiesn” waitresses and waiters work at the
biggest fair in Munich every year. Each one of them walks
an average of 230 km over the 16 days, delivering countless
quantities of the beer steins – each one weighing over
2 kg – to happy revellers. It’s a tremendous achievement,
and one that Steiff is honouring as part of its Oktoberfest
series with a new Teddy bear creation. She will be available
exclusively through the KaDeWe and Oberpollinger.

Muffy®/Muffy
VanderBear®
© 2015
North American
Bear Co., Inc.

The Wiesn waitress by Steiff
stands 24 cm high, and is
made of high-quality, light
brown-tipped mohair.
She is wearing an apron,
blouse and scarf, and is
carrying three beer steins in her
paws. The beary Wiesn waitress
is available for € 199 exclusively
from the toy departments at
Oberpollinger and the KaDeWe,
or through the Internet at
www.kadewe.de.
(Item no. 673733, 24 cm, Limited Edition of 1,000 pieces)

USA

mUFFY VAnDErBEAr®
BÛCHE DE nOËL
USA
Our celebration of Muffy’s
30th birthday continues
through the holiday season
and beyond with “Muffy Bûche
de Noël,” another delightful
creation by Barbara Isenberg of
North American Bear. Always on the
best-dressed list, this all-new Muffy
wears an elegant green satin gown with a dark red sash
and a matching holly-inspired ribbon in her hair. She
holds a detailed yule log cake made of hand-stitched and
hand-painted felt. It’s accentuated with “marzipan”
mushrooms, a traditional German symbol of good luck.
(Item no. 682964, 20 cm, Limited Edition of 1,500 pieces)

SILK pEtSY rOSE
How do you improve upon
a classic? We’ve taken a
timeless Steiff pattern and
updated it with the latest
look in silk fabrics. Silk Petsy
Rose, the follow-up to Silk
Teddy Baby, is a worthy successor
in the series of Steiff classics reimagined in luxurious silk. Her sumptuous coat has been
dyed a pale pink colour that’s reminiscent of peppermint
candy. Her glass eyes sparkle, and her coat gleams. A Steiff
design from the late 1920’s, Silk Petsy Rose is a vibrant
re-interpretation that will ensure her place in the
company’s storied history for years to come.
(Item no. 682896, 30 cm, Limited Edition of 1,500 pieces)

USA

ESmEr ALDA
Halloween comes but once a year, but the appeal of
our Esmeralda cat is timeless. Hand crafted from the
finest quality black mohair, this fabulous feline wears a
complementary orange ribbon around her neck. For an
added surprise – simply turn out the lights! Esmeralda’s
eyes glow in the dark! You don’t have to be a cat lover or a
trick-or-treater to appreciate the appeal of Esmeralda.
(Item no. 682827, 28 cm, Limited Edition of 1,500 pieces)
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A season of new beginnings
Presenting selections from our historic Fall collection.

New beginnings are most often associated with the advent
of Spring, but Autumn is also a time for great expectations.
The air turns crisp, the leaves become golden, and the
holidays are just around the corner. Anticipation is in the
air. For Steiff collectors, Fall brings the introduction of a
new collection – and that’s always a cause for celebration.
Steiff’s original mascot – the elephant – earns his place in
the spotlight this fall. As a special anniversary piece, we’re
manufacturing a limited edition of the classic pincushion
that started it all – but in an amazingly small size.
Standing only five centimetres tall, he’s a tiny reminder of
all the reasons that collectors love Steiff. It’s a perfect way
to celebrate the 135th anniversary of our company. (And for
the holidays, there’s also another version of an elephant
that’s been captured inside a glittering glass ball for your
Christmas tree.)
Likewise, Pauline captivates through her association with
Steiff history. For the first time ever, collectors will be
able to own an actual piece of the legendary Steiff factory.
Pauline wears a pendant consisting of an authentic shard
of polished glass taken from the windows of the historic
1903 building on the company grounds. There may never
be another opportunity to
own a piece this
rare.

Of course, in addition to being
known for our rich history, Steiff
also has the reputation as a modern,
forward-thinking company. To
showcase our continuing spirit
of innovation, Steiff artists
are re-imagining classic
animals and bringing them
to life in an exciting new
series. The “Designer’s
Choice” collection begins
its run with sheep created
in shades of bright pink and
brilliant blue. These whimsical,
ground-breaking pieces are sure to
delight an entirely new generation of
collectors around the world.
With the holidays fast approaching, we’re also
delivering a bounty of Christmas gifts in the form of several
festive, yule-tide limited editions. The “Little Starlet”
Teddy delights in her sparkling, jewel-encrusted gown.
Our Teddy Baker delivers some fresh
seasonal treats. Frederic
serenades with his
wooden flute. And
Mrs. Claus spreads
holiday cheer. These
are just a few of the
pieces awaiting our
collections in Fall – a
season of new beginnings
for all those who treasure Steiff.

HOW TO REACH THE STEIFF CLUB IN THE UK:
Leyla Maniera, Margarete Steiff UK, Astra House, The Common, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 8RZ,
tel.: +44 (0) 1483 266643, fax: +44 (0) 1483 266650, e-mail: leyla.maniera@steiff.com

HOW TO REACH THE STEIFF CLUB IN NORTH AMERICA:
Steiff North America, Carolyn Smith, Club Administrator tel.: +1 401 312-0080, e-mail: carolyn@steiffusa.com
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One of the two replicas
in the autumn novelties
programme: the Teddy
bear of 1925 is limited
to just 925 pieces. He
stands 40 cm tall, is
stuffed with excelsior,
and has glass eyes and a
growler.
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Happy anniversary!
Companies turn to Steiff to commemorate historic milestones.

Anniversaries are special times to look back on past
accomplishments, as well as look forward with hope
towards the future. And there is no better way to celebrate
a special anniversary than with Steiff.
Steiff has partnered with companies since the turn
of last century to produce delightful exclusives and
customer specials. Steiff has also been given the honour
of manufacturing very special items specifically to honour

milestone anniversaries. Overall, these sorts of anniversaries
fall into three categories. The first is honouring a business
or institution. The second is honouring an event or
accomplishment. And the third is honouring a brand or
icon. Let’s take a look at all three of these areas in order to
see how Steiff makes priority anniversary celebrations even
more special.
Steiff has a long history of working with businesses and
institutions from all over the world to create anniversary
items. These limited edition treasures are often given
employees and executives as celebration souvenirs, as well
as sold to collectors and others interested in these cobranded rarities.

Andreas, 40 cm tall,
marked the centenary
of the department store
Kaufhof AG in 1997,
and Teddy Theo of 1996
the 50th anniversary
of the department store
Steiff has created numerous anniversary editions for large, Kaufhof/Horten.

well known retailers. They include a soft plush Terrier (EAN
651038) to celebrate the 20th anniversary of idee+spiel, and
mohair Teddy bears to celebrate the 100th anniversary of
Kaufhof AG (655302) and the 50th anniversary of Kaufhof
Horten (EAN 655227). Steiff also partnered with FAO
Schwarz to create special editions for the toy store’s 125th
anniversary in 1987 (Item no. 0162/33) then again for their
150th celebration in 2012 (EAN 681868, EAN 681554, and
EAN 681899), amongst other company milestones for this
beloved toy mecca and destination.

Companies and manufacturers have also chosen Steiff
to celebrate their special anniversaries. For example,
Piano manufacturer Steinway and Sons marked its 150th
Only 50 pieces of the 60
cm, caramel-coloured
anniversary bear for
FAO Schwarz of 2012
were created.

...
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Cool, the Harley
Davidson Teddy bear of
2003. This 40 cm Teddy
bear was limited to
5,000 pieces.

anniversary with a limited edition black bear (EAN 667060)
named Henry (after the company’s founder, Henry
Engelhard Steinway) in 2003. The Salamander Company
produced a woven fur Lurchi Salamander (EAN 996085) to
celebrate its centennial in 2000. And for those who prefer
their bears “on the go,” Steiff partnered with the legendary
motorcycle company Harley Davidson to create a very
special, leather dressed bear in honour of the company’s
100th birthday in 2003 (EAN 666476).
Steiff has also worked with organizations promoting art,
culture, and the environment to mark special anniversary
years. These include a plush stork named Nabu for the
100th birthday of the German Nature and Biodiversity
Conservation Union (EAN 354038), two special edition
mohair bears for the 25th anniversary of the Nuremberg
Toy Museum (EAN 998928 and EAN 998935), and several
editions for the 500th anniversary of the Vienna Boys
Choir - including a set of three bears dressed as choirboys
(EAN 659966).

Allow me to introduce
myself – May name is
Lurchi! I was made to
celebrate the centenary
of the Salamander shoe
company in 2000.

Steiff exclusives have also been produced to honour special
historical anniversaries or achievements. In 2000, all of
Germany observed the 100th anniversary of the launch
of the very first zeppelin, LZ1, from Lake Constance. To
celebrate this accomplishment - which was amazing for
its time in history - Steiff produced a Graf Zeppelin doll
(EAN 995613) in cooperation with the Zeppelin Museum, as
well as a mohair Teddy bear Graf Zeppelin for Kaufhof AG
(EAN 655548). And keeping with the theme of air and space
travel anniversaries, in 2003 Steiff produced “Orville,” a
mohair bear in vintage flight accessories (EAN 667022), to
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Wright Brothers first
successful airplane flight.

12
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The “choirboy set” of
1998 was produced in a
limited edition of 1,847
pieces in 1998 to mark
the 500th anniversary
of the Vienna Boys’
Choir, and was available exclusively from
specialist retailers in
Austria.

The 12 cm tall speciality
for Harrods of London
of 1995, produced in a
limited edition of 2,000
pieces to mark 100 years
of co-operation with
Steiff: a felt elephant
with a green embroidered saddle blanket.
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Graf Zeppelin
Teddy bear
of 2000
and
Orville Teddy bear
of 2003.

Returning to solid ground, Steiff worked with Auctioneer
Christie’s in 2000 to celebrate the 25th anniversary of their
South Kensington location with “Teddy James,” (EAN
654725) who was based on a 1908 bear, the first ever Steiff
bear to be auctioned by the company. Steiff also partnered
with another British giant, Harrods, in 1995 to celebrate
100 years of cooperation between the two companies. This
project resulted in an utterly adorable edition, a 12 cm grey
felt elephant with a specially embroidered saddlecloth
(EAN 653155).
Nabu the stork was
created to mark the
centenary of NABU,
the Nature and Biodiversity Conservation
Union Germany,
in 1999.

Steiff truly excels at creating anniversary treasures for
brands and icons celebrating special birthdays. Steiff
recently produced a remarkable mohair Godzilla (EAN
677762) to highlight the 50th anniversary of this monster’s
debut in 2014. Also in 2014, Steiff delighted collectors
with a 40th anniversary Hello Kitty edition,
complete with her beloved miniature Steiff
Teddy bear (EAN 682216).
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Already a veteran collector
Meet Leonie Greve, a young collector from northern Germany.

Steiff:
It is always exciting to talk with collectors, and today we have
the pleasure of speaking with a young person who has established
a beautiful collection of vintage Steiff in just a few years. Can
you tell us a little about yourself; for example, your name, where
you live, and some of your favourite hobbies or activities.

Yes, this is true! I just find that the very
vintage items are much more appealing
than newer items.

Leonie Greve:
My name is Leonie Greve. I live in a little village in
Germany called Dobersdorf, in the north of the country.
My favourite hobbies are swimming and collecting Steiff.

I don’t really think about that too much,
I just put them neatly into my three glass
display cabinets.

How did you become interested in collecting Steiff? For how long
have you been collecting Steiff? And how many Steiff items total
do you have in your collection?
I started collecting Steiff when my father gave me a present,
a Flossy fish that he actually got for his first birthday in
1964. One day, when my father was visiting his mother
many years later, he found the Flossy fish in a box in his
mother’s house. He brought the fish home to us, and I saw
it and asked if I could have it. Happily, he said yes! At the
time, I did not realize that Flossy was made by Steiff. After
some research, I discovered that Flossy was indeed made
by Steiff, even though he had lost his button. So I’ve been
collecting Steiff since then, which was June 2012. I don’t
really know how many Steiff items I have in my collection
today, but I would guess around 120 pieces.

In many cases, the love of Steiff is handed down from one
generation to another. With you, does anyone else in your family
love or collect Steiff as well?
Unfortunately, there isn’t anyone else in my family who
collects Steiff as well.

Well, there are many collectors around the world, and the Steiff
Club, who would be happy to share information and collecting tips
with you! It sounds like you particularly love older Steiff items,
those produced in the first half of the 20th century. How come you
like these sorts of antiques so much?

How do you display your Steiff collection?

What are your three favourite Steiff items in your
collection, and why are they your favourites?
I would say that my three favourite Steiff
items in my collection today are a seal,
which was produced between 1910 and 1919;
a lion, which was made between 1910 and
1927; and a Waldi dachshund on wooden
wheels, which dates between 1933 and 1943.
They are my favourite items because I find
their design and construction so interesting
and appealing. And of course, each of these
treasures retains their Steiff buttons!

If you could add any special vintage Steiff item
to your collection, what would this dream piece
be?
My absolute dream piece would be an early
Steiff felt doll. In a perfect world, the doll
would have a blank button and would date
from 1906. It would be wonderful if I could
buy one by the time I am an adult!

Many thanks for your time and sharing your
collecting interests with us!

Being a young collector,
Leonie Greve can
already be proud of an
impressive number of
Steiff animals.
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Creativity in motion
Celebrating a unique mechanism from the early 20th century.

Steiff has always been a leader in the toy industry. Richard Steiff, the creative genius
behind the company’s strategy through the late 1930’s, always pushed himself, as well as
his Giengen colleagues, to design modern, high quality items with international appeal, a
sense of novelty, and movement.
In the early 1930’s, the company launched a series of items that clearly met Richard’s
product development priorities. These were toys with what now is known as “tail moves
head” mechanisms. This meant that by gently twisting the animal’s tail from side to side, his
head would move in unison. This gave the item a charming sense of realistic movement –
much more so than a simple “yes - no” motion. Margarete Steiff’s nephew Hugo Steiff
designed the internal structure that made this possible, and the company received patents
for this invention in 1931 in Germany and 1932 in America.
Steiff introduced this new line of dynamic toys under the advertising headline, “The
ingenious head-movement makes Steiff animals appear alive.” The first – and perhaps
best-known – tail moves head model was Steiff’s sitting Rattler Schnauzer. He was
introduced in 1930 and was produced in 8, 10, 14, 17, 22, 25, 28, and 35 cm overall through
1943. Steiff records also show that the company distributed step-by-step directions on
how to hold Rattler so he would appear most lifelike. The instructions read, “One carries
the Steiff dog on the lower part of the left arm, with tail pointing towards the right. With
the right hand hidden from any audience, one holds tightly to the base of the dog.”
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From left to right:
St. Bernhard, Rattler
and Teddy bear with
tail moves head
mechanism.

Because of Rattler’s popularity, other tail turns head
models quickly followed. For the most part, Steiff chose
best selling and beloved standard line items to fit with this
new mechanism. Models produced included cats, dogs,
rabbits, penguins, goats, and lambs, and even Mickey
Mouse, among others. Each animal came with a round
grey cardboard tag on its tail that read, “Turn here and
I will move my head.” The tag also had the company’s
bear-faced logo on the bottom. In addition, the ear tag
for the tail turns head models also included the letter “H”
as part of its article identification number. Overall, about
25 different tail turns head models were produced through
the late 1930’s and very early 1940’s. Interestingly, there
was not a Teddy bear on this list; Steiff went on to produce
a very limited run of tail moves head Teddy bear in 18 and
25 cm in 1955 only.

Replica 1931 in an edition size of 4,000 pieces in 1993 (EAN
401367); and a 25 cm Teddy Bear with Neck Mechanism in
an edition size of 4,000 pieces in 1990 through 1991 (EAN
408854).
The company’s 1930’s-era tail move head toys remain
collector’s favourites, but are seldom available on the
secondary market and usually sell at significant prices. For
example, at the July 2013 Teddy Dorado auction, a 29 cm
tail moves head St. Bernard had a hammer price of 7,000
euro. At the 2014 James D. Julia summer toy sale, a 22 cm
sitting tail moves head mohair cat realized almost 3,100
Euros! And more recently, at an October 2014 Teddy
Dorado auction, a 10 cm Rattler tail moves head example
hammered at 5,100 euro.

In response to collector’s interests, Steiff has produced
several tail moves head replicas over the years; these
include a 17 cm Rattler Replica 1930 in an edition size of
4,000 pieces in 1992 (EAN 402043); a 28 cm St. Bernard

17
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A day to remember
Steiff enthusiasts gather in New York City for a special workshop.

We did it! “Wow, I had no idea how much work – and love –
Happy faces after the goes into making a Steiff bear!”
work was done.

“This entire workshop has made it crystal clear in my
mind why Steiff bears are the world’s favourite Teddies,
and why they last a lifetime.”
These are just a few of the words spoken by a lucky group
of Steiff collectors who recently had the pleasure of making
their very own Teddy bears at a Steiff Teddy bear workshop
held in New York City. The November 2014 sell-out event
was held at the Renaissance Hotel, right in the heart of
Times Square. It was the first time ever such a workshop
had been held in North America, and the event attracted
attendees from all across the U.S. and Canada!
The workshop, which took a year to prepare, was arranged
by Steiff Club Manager Carolyn Smith, and led by Ralf
Fahrig, Steiff’s Area Sales Manager and his team of Steiff
artisans. Two sessions were held, one starting at 9:00 a.m.,
and one starting at 1:00 p.m., and 20 people participated
in each event.

The team did a great job arranging the facilities to appear
like a Steiff workshop. The room was set up with two black
draped tables. In the centre of each table were several
completed bears for inspiration. Each table was stocked
with needles, thread, floss for claw and nose embroidery
stitching, different eyes in various sizes and colours,
scissors, mohair combs, thimbles, and other tools.
The bears all started out the same, except for what was
embroidered on the bear’s paw pads. Like all of Steiff’s
Teddy bear workshops, this was customized per each
participant. The bears were 28 cm tall, fully jointed, and
excelsior stuffed. They were made from brown tipped
mohair with a cropped muzzle. Each had an open back
seam, no embroidery on their paws or face, and lacked
eyes.
It was so exciting to see all the bears come to life with
their claws, noses, mouths, and eyes. Each reflected the
character and personality of their creator. Some were
serious and others were playful. Some people designed
their bears to match their favourite colours or the decor
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Attention and
concentration among
the participants of the
workshop in order that
the individual item
will be a success.

of a room in their home. One person was creating a bear
which was going to be her 25th wedding anniversary present
to her husband!
The “Button in Ear” process was perhaps the most exciting
part of the event. Participants picked white ear tags with
red lettering out of a bucket, and each person hoped to
get the lowest possible edition number. The button and
ear tags were inserted into the ears with a simple metal
tool that resembled a vice. A member of the Steiff team
layered the top of the button, then the white ear tag, then
the bear’s ear, and finally the back of the button and then
“squeezed” these items together with the vice. The top
and bottom of the button sandwiched tightly, securing the
bear’s forever branding trademark.

catching up with old ones, and discussing all things
“Button in Ear.” But it goes without saying that everyone
who participated left with a greater passion for the brand,
enormous respect for Steiff’s professional artisans, and a
deeper and far more personal understanding about what
makes Steiff so incredibly special.

The workshop was amazing in so many ways, and a
once in a lifetime treat for the attendees. All left with a
strong appreciation for the precision handiwork that
goes into every item leaving Giengen, as well as a better
understanding about how the company’s items are built to
last for generations. Most enjoyed meeting new friends,
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The “hottest” Sommer ever!
High temperatures do not diminish enthusiasm for annual festival.

As the temperature climbed higher and higher, the excitement during the annual Steiff
Sommer festival (3-5 July) seemed also to soar to new heights. Despite the heat, participants
enjoyed a full schedule of exciting activities that rivaled any festival of the past, creating a
truly memorable experience for all Steiff friends in attendance.
As a part of the various celebrations during the event, the Steiff interactive Museum
celebrated its tenth anniversary, complete with a huge birthday cake prepared by World
Champion confectioner Bernd Siefert. This delicious treat was more than enough to satisfy
the hunger of festival attendees. But it was only one of the main attractions during Steiff
Sommer.
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The Galeria
Kaufhof team
from Stuttgart had
organized a trip to
the Steiff Sommer.

Knopf and Frieda,
the heroes of the
Steiff museum,
had invited other
mascots.
Big, bigger, biggest:
to mark the 10th
anniversary of the
Steiff Museum,
Bernd Siefert, one
of the world’s most
renowned patissiers,
created a special
birthday cake that
was entirely in a
league of its own.
Despite the heat, the
crowds in the Steiff
sales tent were as
large as ever.

Looking just like the
young Otto: polo shirt,
braces, cap – and
much more hair.
The Otto bear in
Steiff ’s new special
edition even has blue
eyes. And let’s not
forget his celebrity
friend: Steiff Ottifant. The first 50
Otto bears, hand
signed by Otto
Waalkes himself,
were available to
purchase at the
Steiff Sommer.
Steiff fans who were
unable to get to the
Sommer Party
themselves can order
their Steiff Otto bear
via the websites
www.ottifantenwelt.de
or www.ottifant.de.
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Photo session with
the racing drivers
of the BMW Sports
Trophy Studie team
from Japan.
Packed with more
than 350 visitors
despite the summer
heat: the Schranne
during the summer
auction on Saturday
evening.
At €13,000,
“Bärenkinder auf
Blumenwiese”
(“Bear children in a
meadow of flowers”)
received the highest
bid in the auction. As always, the auction of rarities (again conducted by

TeddyDorado) was a major highlight. In addition to a

Well attended as
always: the Teddy number of surprises later in the auction, the very first item
bear workshop. presented – an elaborate diorama with two Steiff Teddies,

two “woolie” birds, and two ladybirds (“ladybugs”) –
amazed the crowd with a price realized that was several
times its starting estimate. The final hammer price was
13,000 Euros against a starting price of 1,880 Euros. This
was only one of the delightful items sold to the enthusiastic
crowd for an exceptional price.
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Steiff fans who did not attend the auction on Saturday
evening were treated to a special fireworks display on the
company grounds near the Steiff Museum. Which was more
exciting – the fireworks or the auction? The answer varied
simply according to whom you asked! Some participants
even managed to attend both!

„Which one
do I take?“

Shopping is always a highlight of Steiff Sommer – and this
year was no exception. There was an international market
of dealers from around the globe selling both new and
vintage treasures. In addition, the official Steiff sales tent,
company flea market, Museum Shop, and Factory Outlet
gave every participant an opportunity to bring a Steiff
souvenir treasure home with them.
Virtually every attendee went home with one or even both of
the event’s official special items – a bright pink Teddy bear
and a black and white Molly dog which was manufactured
on-site as part of this year’s show production. It seemed as
if every Steiff Sommer guest carried home an armload of
new and vintage Steiff treasures.

Music and show
interludes on the
Radio7 station helped
to entertain the
visitors.

New this year, Studie AG, the company behind the Steiff/
BMW automobile racing programme, featured their car
on site with its official drivers, Jörg Müller and Seiji Ara.
A driving simulator was also present, giving participants
a chance to break the pro race times posted by the
professional drivers for a chance to win special prizes.
In addition to the Studie AG team, other celebrities were
on hand for autographs and pictures, including German
singer Max Mutzke, team FC Heidenheim, and Steiff
family member Joachim Steiff.
Other tent exhibits included various arts and crafts, the
Steiff Club booth with products from the upcoming
collection, and an old-fashioned, working children’s
merry-go-round and swing carousel.

The perfect finale on
Saturday: the enchanting music and
fireworks display
outside the Steiff
Museum.

Couldn’t make this year’s event? Steiff Sommer 2016 will
take place from 1st to 3rd July. We look forward to seeing
you next year!
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Readers’ service
Do you have a question concerning a Steiff item? Find out more here!

Question:
Dear Steiff Club,
I’m from Holland, and we
have inherited an old, pre-war
Steiff lion on wheels. He stands
30 cm tall and is in a good
condition. Do you have any
information on this item, and
can you tell me how much he
is worth?

W. J. by email
Answer:
This lion on wheels was made in five different sizes from
1909, and was available until 1919. Your particular specimen
equates to item 1328 with a height of approx. 30 cm. It is
indeed in quite good condition, and only the fur, especially
the originally tipped mane, has faded. There does not
appear to be a legible ear tag, and the harness is not part
of the original equipment. Your lion of ca. 1915 already has
coloured glass eyes. They are the originals, and were used
for the lion from about 1912. The first versions had shoe
button eyes. As collector’s prices are determined largely by
trends and market places, it is unfortunately not possible
to put a financial value on the lion at the moment.

Expert info:
In 1892, Franz Steiff patented
a method for the manufacture
of animal figures that included
a metal wire framework on the
inside for a high level of stability. All large Steiff animals on
wheels - including this lion have such a wire skeleton that
dates back to this oldest known
Steiff patent.
Catalogue reference:
Lion 1328 in a photo
catalogue of 1915

Question:
Hello,
We have inherited a mobile Steiff rabbit
complete with button, tag and leather collar.
What can you tell us about the history of our
rabbit?

J. B, by email
Answer:
The rabbit on eccentric wheels dates back
to a model that was first launched in 1938. It
was made of mohair until 1943. The version
in imitation silk was only available in 1949.
The mohair version was then continued
from 1950 until the end of production in
1969. The item number that can be seen
on your rabbit is 1314,10, and applies to
the production period between 1960 and
1967. The frame with the eccentric wheels
has a slight rust film, and the paint of the
wheels is a little worn, but otherwise the
general condition is very good. The original
trademarks and silk bow are also still
present. As the rabbit does not officially
have a name of its own, he is wearing
the original chest tag with the wording
“Original Steiff”. He is described in the
catalogues as a ”Hoppel-Hase” or pullalong rabbit. Your rabbit would be a very
precious enrichment for any Steiff collector.

Expert info:
The invention of the eccentric wheels, wooden
wheels where the axle is not exactly centred,
is believed to originate in a mistake that was
made in the Steiff workshop in 1912. A member
of staff set a milestone in toy history with
this “Monday product”: the irregular wheel
movements facilitate an almost life-like gait
on all kinds of wheeled animals. A number of
patents have been taken out on this accidental
invention.
Catalogue reference:
Pull-along rabbit 1314,10 in the main Steiff catalogue 1966/67
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Question:
I received this Steiff bear as a
birthday present when I was
very young. My mother said
it was very precious and put it
on a shelf to look at but not to
play with. Now that I am an
adult, I am curious about it, as
I have never seen one before.

SB, New York City
Answer:
This bear is 32 cm tall and
named Toddel. The bear
was made in this size only
from 1971 through 1982 as
a promotional item for the German magazine “Eltern”.
His tag is suspended by a red silk ribbon and jointed with
two Steiff buttons. The inside of the tag says how parents
can now buy Toddel stories on the Maritim record label,
that “Eltern” has a special children’s section in its monthly
magazine, and that parents can also buy Toddel puzzles
made by JW Spear and Sons of Nuremberg.

Question:
I collect unusual Steiff treasures, so my friends purchased
these mohair items for me
as a surprise birthday gift. I
had never seen them before
anywhere. What are they, and
when were they made?

TL, Bonn
Answer:
These are two mohair
play toys from the 1970’s
designed for young children. The 30 cm hammer has a
softly stuffed head and the handle is lined with a plastic
rod. The yellow Steiff tag is sewn into one of the seams on
the head, and the Steiff button is inserted into this tag. This
hammer was available in this size only from 1970 through
1974. The swinging ball has a red handle, is stuffed with
foam, and jingles when it is tossed about. The yellow tag
and Steiff button are inserted into the handle. Swinging
ball was produced in 12 and 15 cm from 1970 through 1977.
It is interesting to note that although both items were
made from mohair, they were labelled as “fully washable.”

Question:
I collect frogs and my husband
gave me this vintage Steiff
frog for our anniversary. I love
his silly appearance, but did
not realize Steiff made rubber
headed toys. What can you tell
me about this item?

PP, Berlin
Answer:
This is Steiff’s 35 cm tall
Dangling Frog. He is in
Steiff’s beloved long legged
lulac pattern. His Steiff
button is located on his
upper right thigh, as he really does not have any ears. This
particular model was produced from 1970 through 1974,
and an identical frog pattern was also produced as a 17 cm
hand puppet from 1963 through 1978. In the 1960’s and
1970’s, Steiff indeed made a number of puppets and toys
with PVC heads and fabric bodies.
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Events
Club events and other dates.

Other dates

17 and 18 October
Euro Teddy 2015
Messe Essen/Congress Center Süd
Organized by:
Christine Spies,
Max-Fremery-Str. 3a, 50827 Cologne,
tel. +49 (0)221 530 63 53
www.euro-teddy.de
25 October
Doll and Teddy bear fair
Nallemässa Malmö
Organized by:
Margarethas Dockskap
Margaretha Södergren
tel. +46 0)709287769
www.margarethasdockskap.se
30 October
18.00 - 20.00 hrs
Free datings and appraisals
Stadthalle Bonn-Bad Godesberg
Koblenzer Str. 80,
53177 Bonn am Rhein
Organized by:
TeddyDorado GmbH
Marienstraße 2, 53342 Wachtberg
tel. +49 (0)228 20 76 758
fax +49 (0228 20 76 759
www.teddydorado.de
31 October
Steiff auction
Stadthalle Bonn-Bad Godesberg
Koblenzer Str. 80,
53177 Bonn am Rhein
Contact:
TeddyDorado GmbH
see above

GERMANY
11/09
11/09
18/09
25/09 (NI)
25/09
25/09
25 + 26/09 (NI)
01 + 02/10
06/10 (NI)
09 + 10/10 (NI)
09/10
10/10
17/10
19/10
22/10
23/10
24/10
24/10
27/10
29/10
30/10
30/10
31/10
06/11
06/11
10/11
20/11
26/11
30/11

Spielwaren Lütgenau, Dortmund, tel. +49 (0)231 54 90 524
Galeria Kaufhof GmbH, Düsseldorf (Königsallee), tel. +49 (0)211 13 91 236
Karstadt Warenhaus GmbH, Dortmund, tel. +49 (0)231 54 390
Spielzeug-Paradies Wagner oHG, Bochum, tel. +49 (0)234 90 28 20
Karstadt Warenhaus GmbH, Frankfurt, tel. +49 (0)69 92 90 50
Galeria Kaufhof, Köln, tel. +49 (0)221 22 30
Spielzeug-Paradies Wagner oHG, Bochum, tel. +49 (0)234 90 28 20
Galeria Kaufhof GmbH, Oberhausen, tel. +49 (0)208 82 30 378
Galeria Kaufhof GmbH, Regensburg, tel. +49 (0)941 46 00 780
Karstadt Warenhaus GmbH, München, tel. +49 (0)89 55 12 14 80
Steiff Galerie, Hamburg, tel. +49 (0)40 32 52 62 64
Steiff Galerie Berlin und Steiff Shop Berlin Mitte, Berlin,
tel. +49 (0)30 88 62 50 06 bzw. +49 (0)30 20 21 47 78
Spielwaren Kurtz GmbH, Stuttgart, tel. +49 (0)711 23 85 20
Mayersche Buchhandlung KG, Aachen, tel. +49 (0)241 47 77 240
Spielwaren Reindl, Fürstenfeldbruck, tel. +49 (0)8141 2 60 20
Mukk GmbH, Münster, tel. +49 (0)251 97 95 950
Steiff Galerie, Köln, tel. +49 (0)221 25 89 91 00
Galeria Kaufhof GmbH, Stuttgart, tel. +49 (0)711 2 03 61 69
Eckhard Schulz e. K., Hagen, tel. +49 (0)2331 14 504
Steiff Galerie, Düsseldorf, tel. +49 (0)211 86 81 758
Karstadt Warenhaus GmbH, Mülheim, tel. +49 (0)208 49 51 468
Steiff Galerie, Nürnberg, tel. +49 (0)911 23 55 074
Galerie Seebär, Immenstaad, tel. +49 (0)7545 94 14 60
Galeria Kaufhof GmbH, Bonn, tel. +49 (0)228 51 60
Silvias Bärenstube, Kerpen, tel. +49 (0)2237 92 17 01
Galeria Kaufhof, München, tel. +49 (0)89 23185377
Galeria Kaufhof GmbH, Mannheim, tel. +49 (0)621 38 04 50
Steiff Galerie, Wiesbaden, tel. +49 (0)611 16 66 999
TeeWelt Ronnefeldt, Traunstein, tel. +49(0)861 70696593

NETHERLANDS
29/08
Hesemans, NL, Breda, tel. +31 (0)76.5212310
26/09
Berelijn, NL, Dordrecht, tel. +31 (0)78.6318028
SWEDEN
24/10

Margarethas Dockskap, Kosta, tel. +46 0)709287769

AUSTRIA
06/11
07/11

Kober/Steiff in Wien, Wien, tel. +43 (0)1.533601874
Elfis Puppenstube, Wien, tel. +43 (0)1.8656589

SWITZERLAND
12/11
Steiff Galerie, Pegasus Zürich, tel. +41 (0)44.2124642
(NI = New introductions)
Subject to change. Please contact the Club stores for further information.
You will find further dates and addresses of Club stores at www.steiff.com (column Club/Club events).
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The Maritim hotel Ulm invites you
Exclusive offer for Steiff Club members who plan a visit to Giengen.

© Maritim
Hotel Ulm

In the February issue we reported about our co-operation
with the Maritim Hotel Ulm.

Extra night:
€ 60.00 per person for the night, including breakfast, in a
single or double room.

Here is the offer for this year for new members again:
• 1 night in a Superior category room including the
extensive Maritim breakfast buffet
• Welcome cocktail
• 1 four-course meal in the Restaurant Panorama on the
16th floor
• 1 guided tour of the city, seeing interesting places in the
city on the Danube including the romantic Old Town
with the fishing and tannery quarter on the banks of the
Danube, and Ulm‘s famous minster
• Bathrobes and slippers in the room
• Free use of the swimming pool, sauna, steam bath and
gym as well as the hotel‘s bikes (limited number)
• Free Internet via cable and WLAN
Package price:
€ 104.50 per person in a single or double room
This offer can be booked on enquiry throughout 2015, and
is subject to availability.

The Maritim Hotel offers the following special terms for
Steiff Club members who wish to select their own fringe
programme – please quote „Steiff Club“ when booking:
€ 99.00 per night in a single room including breakfast;
€ 135.00 per night in a double room including breakfast.
This offer can be booked on enquiry for weekends and on
public holidays, and is subject to availability.

For enquiries concerning or to book any of these offers, please
contact the hotel directly by phoning +49 (0) 731 923 1791 or
emailing reservierung.ulm@maritim.de (emails are only
processed on working days). For further impressions and
information please go to the website, www.maritim.de
* The Panorama Restaurant will be closed from 17 to 31 August.
The four-course meal will be served at the restaurant Ulmer
Gulden.
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Making Friends Since 1880

Keeping Friends For Life

Steiff Club North America Supplement
Issue 3, 2015

We have been very busy at Steiff Club North America planning special events for the upcoming fall
season! Special guests attending these events will include Steiff USA archivist, Dick Frantz; Steiff NA Club
Manager, Carolyn Smith and Steiff Club magazine editor, Rick Emerson. Watch your mailbox for a personal
invitation to events in your area! Please check the event calendar on our website, www.steiffusa.com, for
complete details and contact information.
Date

Store

Location

Times

Special Guest

September 10-12

The Toy Shoppe

Richmond, VA

9 am – 5 pm

September 12

Susan’s Store Room

San Anselmo, CA

12 pm – 5 pm

Rick Emerson

September 26

Keillor’s
A Teddy Bear Shoppe

Canal Fulton, OH

10 am – 6 pm

Dick Frantz

September 26

The Hugging Bear Inn

Chester, VT

11:30 am – 4 pm

Rebekah Kaufman

October 3

Pat N Lou’s Curiosity Shop

Quakertown, PA

10 am – 4 pm

October 4

The Doll Hospital &
Toy Soldier Shop

Berkley, MI

4 pm – 6 pm

Dick Frantz

October 10

Judy’s Dolls

Longwood, FL

12 pm – 3 pm

TBA

October 11

Wolfe Den Garden Shop

Greensburg, PA

12:30 pm – 4 pm

Dick Frantz

October 24

Bear Attack

Concord, CA

2 pm - 5pm

Dick Frantz

October 25

Talbot’s Toyland

San Mateo, CA

12 pm – 4 pm

Dick Frantz

October 31

Teddies of Mount Holly

Mount. Holly, NJ

10 am – 4 pm

Dick Frantz

November 7

German Specialty Imports

Prior Lake, MN

10 am - 5 pm

November 8

Carytown Dolls & Toys

Richmond, VA

12 pm – 4 pm

November 14

Ruthie’s Tee Company

Bird in Hand, PA

10 am – 2 pm

November 20-22

Lady Washington’s Bears

Cannonsburg, PA

11 am – 4 pm

Carolyn Smith

This year we have a very special Steiff Club Limited Edition Bear to commemorate the 135th Jubilee
year for Steiff GMß. This 2015 Celebration Teddy Bear is designed to resemble Magarete Steiff’s favorite
bear. The Celebration Teddy Bear is made of soft white mohair, has a growler and wears an exclusive gold
ribbon embroidered with a trademark elephant and the years 1880-2015. In harmony with these colors, the
nose, eyes and claws are lovingly hand-stitched to complete the timeless look of this classic Teddy bear. It is
easy to add this fabulous bear to your collection – use the enclosed order form to bring to your favorite Steiff
Club Authorized Retailer or mail to Steiff North America!

Steiff Club North America
24 Albion Road Suite 220 • Lincoln, RI 02865-3747 • Tel. (401) 312-0080 • Fax (401) 475-2147

www.steiffusa.com

